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Abstract
Background: Phages are thought to play a crucial role in the maintenance of diversity in natural
bacterial communities. Theory suggests that phages impose density dependent regulation on
bacterial populations, preventing competitive dominants from excluding less competitive species.
To test this, we constructed experimental communities containing two bacterial species
(Pseudomonas fluorescens and Pseudomonas aeruginosa) and their phage parasites. Communities were
propagated at two environmental temperatures that reversed the outcome of competition in the
absence of phage.

Results: The evenness of coexistence was enhanced in the presence of a phage infecting the
superior competitor and in the presence of phage infecting both competitors. This occurred
because phage altered the balance of competitive interactions through reductions in density of the
superior competitor, allowing concomitant increases in density of the weaker competitor.
However, even coexistence was not equally stable at the two environmental temperatures.

Conclusion: Phage can alter competitive interactions between bacterial species in a way that is
consistent with the maintenance of coexistence. However, the stability of coexistence is likely to
depend upon the nature of the constituent bacteria-bacteriophage interactions and environmental
conditions.

Background
Understanding the mechanisms of species coexistence
and hence the maintenance of diversity is a central theme
of ecology and evolution. A number of ecological mecha-
nisms have been suggested that allow coexistence of inter-
specific competitors that would otherwise competitively
exclude [1]. One of these is natural enemies, such as pred-

ators, parasites and pathogens. Parasites are thought to
play a key role in structuring host communities [2]; the
role of shared generalist parasites in mediating competi-
tive interactions between two or more hosts have been
explored theoretically and empirically for cases where the
hosts compete directly (parasite mediated competition:
[3-7]) and where they do not (apparent competition:
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[8,9]. However, this body of work typically shows that
such generalist parasites tend to result in inhibitory effects
between the host species, reducing the likelihood of spe-
cies coexistence, unless certain criteria are met [2,10,11]).
However, many parasites are highly specific in their inter-
actions with hosts and the role such parasites play in shap-
ing ecological communities and maintaining host
diversity has not been fully explored. In particular, specific
parasites introduce an extrinsically generated source of
density-dependent regulation of their host population,
potentially altering the outcome of interspecific competi-
tion between host species. Such a role for specialist para-
sites has been hypothesised to maintain diversity in
species rich tropical tree communities (Janzen-Connell
hypothesis) [12,13].

The effect of specific parasites on host coexistence is par-
ticularly relevant to phage-bacteria associations, where
lytic phage typically only infect one species or even a sin-
gle strain of bacterium. Highly diverse communities of
bacteria are found in a wide range of habitats including
soil [14], aquatic, and aquatic sediment environments
[15], and recent investigation indicates that this diversity
is crucial to the functioning of these communities [16].
The discovery that environmental phage abundances far
exceed expectations [17,18] has led to the suggestion that
phage may play a role in the maintenance of diversity in
natural bacterial communities [19]. Theoretical studies
suggest that phage provide density dependent regulation
of competitively dominant bacterial species thus prevent-
ing the exclusion of less competitive species ("Killing the
winner" hypothesis [20,21]).

Empirical tests of the "killing the winner" hypothesis with
bacteria and phage are limited [22]. Several studies have
investigated the role of phage in mediating community
composition in the laboratory. Here, the phage either had
little effect on coexistence [23,24] or led to the exclusion
of the parasitized competitor [23]. Indeed, these studies
were not specifically designed to investigate the role of
phage in promoting coexistence; an ideal experiment
would study the effects of phage on coexistence in com-
munities where one bacterial species is competitively
dominant in the absence of phage. To investigate this we
constructed simple communities containing two bacterial
competitors, Pseudomonas fluorescens and Pseudomonas aer-
uginosa. The outcome of competition in mixed communi-
ties is temperature dependent, favouring P. fluorescens at
14°C and P. aeruginosa at 28°C. Both bacteria can be read-
ily isolated from environmental sources [25] and these
temperatures are well within the ambient range. We prop-
agated replicate communities in the absence and presence
of their respective viral parasites, phage SBW25Φ2 and
phage PP7, both individually and in combination. Com-
munities were propagated in experimental microcosms

for 8 days and destructively sampled every 24 hours to
determine the relative abundance of the bacterial compet-
itors. We hypothesised that phage would promote more
equitable coexistence of bacterial competitors by weaken-
ing competitive interactions through reductions in den-
sity of the competitively dominant species.

Results
Both bacterial species persisted for the duration of the
experiment in all populations, but the relative abundance
of the species varied between treatments and environmen-
tal temperatures (Figure 1). Both phage species also per-
sisted for the duration of the experiment in all population
where initially present (see methods, data not shown). In
the absence of phages populations were dominated by
either P. fluorescens at 14°C or P. aeruginosa at 28°C (Fig-
ure 1 panels a & e). The relative abundance of the two bac-
terial species was quantified using the complement of the
Simpson Diversity Index (see methods) which takes into
account both species richness, which was equal for all
populations (i.e., 2), and the evenness of species abun-
dance, which varied between populations. Greatest even-
ness was achieved when the coexisting bacterial species
were at equal abundance and results in a maximal Simp-
son Diversity Index of 0.5.

At 14°C, evenness varied through time (Figure 2a; F1,91 =
4.929, P = 0.029) but was significantly greater in the pres-
ence of phage infecting the superior competitor (F1,91 =
16.182, P < 0.001), and phage infecting both competitors
(Figure 2a). However, phage infecting the weaker compet-
itor had no significant effect (F1,91 = 0.073, P > 0.7) and no
significant interaction was observed (F1,91 = 0.158, P >
0.6). The population density of the superior competitor
was significantly reduced by its phage (Figure 1a–d; F1,91
= 154.306, P < 0.001); concomitantly, population density
of the weaker competitor was increased in the presence of
phage infecting the superior competitor (F1,91 = 35.505, P
< 0.001). There was no significant effect of phage infecting
the weaker competitor on population density of the
weaker competitor (F 1,91 = 1.121, P > 0.2) and no signifi-
cant interactive effect of both phage species being present
was observed (superior competitor density, F1,91 = 2.328,
P > 0.1; weaker competitor density, F1,91 = 0.044, P > 0.8).

At 28°C, evenness varied through time (Figure 2b; F1,90 =
55.951, P < 0.001), but was significantly greater in the
presence of phage infecting the superior competitor (F1,90
= 45.254, P < 0.001), and phage infecting both competi-
tors (Figure 2b). However, this effect was only apparent
for the first few days of the experiment and evenness
declined to low levels in all populations by the end of the
experiment (Figure 2b). Phage infecting the weaker com-
petitor had no significant effect on evenness (F1,90 = 0.014,
P > 0.9), however there was a significant interactive effect
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Bacterial density through timeFigure 1
Bacterial density through time. Lines represent mean log population density ± SE of P. fluorescens (solid) and P. aeruginosa 
(dashed) at 14°C (A-D) and 28°C (E-H) in the presence of no phage (A & E), phage PP7 (B & F), phage SBW25Φ2 (C & G) and 
both phage (D & H).
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on evenness of both phage species being present (F1,90 =
4.331, P = 0.04). While a marginally insignificant reduc-
tion in the population density of the superior competitor
by its phage was observed (Figure 1e–h; F1,90 = 3.381, P =
0.069), the population density of the weaker competitor
was significantly increased in the presence of phage infect-
ing the superior competitor (F1,90 = 4.484, P = 0.037).
There was no significant effect of phage infecting the
weaker competitor on population density of the weaker
competitor (F1,90 = 0.866, P > 0.3) and no significant

interaction was observed (superior competitor density,
F1,90 = 0.344, P > 0.5; weaker competitor density, F1,90 =
2.439, P > 0.1).

Total productivity, measured as the combined densities of
both bacterial species, was significantly greater at 28°C
compared to 14°C (t-test of total bacterial densities aver-
aged through time; T = 6.518, d.f. = 11; P < 0.0001).

Discussion
These results provide equivocal empirical support for the
hypothesis that phage play a role in shaping bacterial
community composition by promoting maintenance of
bacterial coexistence [20,21]. While all populations con-
tained both bacterial species for the duration of the exper-
iment (i.e., equal species richness), coexistence was more
equitable in populations containing phage infecting the
superior competitor (i.e., greater evenness). More even
communities are likely to be less susceptible to stochastic
species loss and display greater ecosystem functioning
[26]. As predicted by theory [20,21], the results indicate
that the mechanism responsible was the weakening of
competitive interactions through phage induced reduc-
tions in population density of the superior competitor
that allowed concomitant increases in population density
of the weaker competitor. Crucially, this occurred both in
the presence of phage infecting the superior competitor,
and in the presence of specific phages infecting both com-
petitors. This is in line with ecological theory, which, due
to the density dependent feedback between host density
and parasite abundance, predicts that the lower the popu-
lation density of hosts, the smaller the impact of the par-
asite on host density [27]. We show that this acts to
broaden the conditions favouring coexistence. Such con-
ditions, where both strong and weak competitors are par-
asitized, are likely to be the case in many natural
environments where phage diversity and abundance is as
high if not higher than that of prokaryotes [22].

However, patterns of evenness of coexistence through
time in the presence of phage infecting the superior com-
petitor were markedly different at the two environmental
temperatures. While evenness of coexistence plateaued at
relatively high and equitable levels at 14°C, evenness
declined through time and was unstable at 28°C. There
are two possible, not mutually exclusive, explanations for
this. First, it is possible that the higher productivity of the
communities at 28°C may have destabilised the evenness
of coexistence by supporting higher population densities
and thereby strengthening competitive interactions. The
potentially destabilising effect of increased productivity
upon the coexistence of competitors is well known [28].
Empirical studies with populations of Escherichia coli and
bacteriophage T-2 have shown that increased productivity
can alter the relative importance of competition and par-

Evenness of bacterial coexistence through timeFigure 2
Evenness of bacterial coexistence through time. Lines 
represent mean diversity measured as the complement of 
the Simpson Index ± SE at 14°C (A) and 28°C (B) for com-
munities with no phage (red), phage SBW25Φ2 (blue), phage 
PP7 (green) and both phage (yellow). The complement of the 
Simpson Index is a useful measure as it takes into account 
both species richness and evenness. Bacterial species rich-
ness did not vary between populations (i.e., 2 species); there-
fore changes in the Simpson Index here represent changes in 
the evenness of the community. In a community of two com-
peting species, high values (0.5) indicate that the two species 
are coexisting equitably, as the community becomes increas-
ingly dominated by a single species, so this measure tends 
towards 0.
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asites in determining community composition [29]. Low
productivity environments favoured highly competitive
phage-sensitive E. coli, while high productivity environ-
ments favoured less competitive resistant E. coli; hence
competition was more important at low productivity and
parasites were more important at high productivity. Our
results suggest that for more complex multi-species com-
munities this may not always be the case. Here, competi-
tive interactions in the presence of phage were stronger
and coexistence less even in the more productive 28°C
communities because densities were higher.

Second, this effect may have been due to the far weaker
effect of phage PP7 on P. aeruginosa population density at
28°C, compared to the effect of phage Φ2 on P. fluorescens
density at 14°C (Figure 2); hence phage altered competi-
tive interactions less strongly at 28°C. The unequal effects
of the two phage species suggests that they may be inter-
acting with their bacterial hosts in different ways. The per-
sistence of both phage species throughout the experiment
suggests that this was not due to differential denaturing at
the different temperatures. However, his may have
resulted from species-specific ecological effects, such as
one species producing more phage particles per infection,
resulting in greater phage production. In addition, previ-
ous studies have shown that P. fluorescens and Φ2 undergo
persistent antagonistic coevolution (reciprocal adaptation
of host defence and parasite counter-defence) [30-32],
whereas no such coevolution has been observed between
PP7 and P. aeruginosa [33]; here phage persist on a sub-
population of susceptible hosts that is maintained
because of the cost of resistance [34]. In nature however,
phage diversity and abundance is likely to outstrip that of
the bacterial community [22], thus each bacterial compet-
itor may be interacting with a consortia of infectious
phage rather than a single species. Bacteria will also be
exposed to other consumers such as metazoan predators
and grazers. Under these circumstances the mismatched
effects of individual interactions may less significant.
Indeed, in communities of herbivores and their predators,
higher consumer diversity was associated with greater sup-
pression of herbivore populations [35], suggesting that
diverse consumer communities may be able to suppress
competitively dominant bacterial species across a range of
environmental conditions.

It should be noted that the results of this study might be
somewhat dependent upon the culture conditions
employed. Batch culture as used here results in depletion
of resources through time and can been considered anal-
ogous to seasonality [36]. This imposed a limit on the
duration of these experiments. An alternative approach
would have been to employ chemostats, where constant
environmental conditions can be maintained. This would
have had the advantage that experiments could have been

extended over much greater timescales than those
reported here. As such these results may be more relevant
to seasonal systems where there is a periodic influx of
nutrients rather than those with relatively constant nutri-
ent supply.

These results highlight that both biotic and abiotic factors
can play an important role in determining species coexist-
ence. In line with a number of classic studies, we show
that the outcome of interspecific competition can be
altered by environmental temperature (reviewed in [37]).
In this study, the outcome of competition between P. flu-
orescens and P. aeruginosa in the absence of phages was
reversed by increasing environmental temperature from
14°C to 28°C. In addition, the diversity maintaining
effect of phages was much weaker at the higher environ-
mental temperature. This, along with other studies
[38,39], may have implications for diversity maintenance
in natural populations as global temperatures increase,
suggesting that existing mechanisms that maintain diver-
sity may no longer function under changed abiotic condi-
tions.

Previous studies have shown that phage can drive diversi-
fication within and between bacterial populations [34,40-
42], here we show that phage may also play a role in shap-
ing bacterial community composition. In line with other
studies of both laboratory and field communities, these
results suggest that phage can act to regulate bacterial den-
sity and alter the relative abundance of bacterial species
within a community [19,22,43,44]. However, our results
also suggest that the effects of phage can be dependent
upon the constituent species and environmental condi-
tions. Bacteria perform a range of ecosystem processes
[45,46] and it is likely that diversity is crucial to the func-
tioning of bacterial communities [16]. As hypothesised
[19] the co-occurrence of abundant phage populations
with diverse bacterial populations [17,18,22] may indeed
be essential to the maintenance of such diversity.

Conclusion
In support of recent theory [20,21], these results suggest
that phage can alter competitive interactions between bac-
terial species in a way that is consistent with the mainte-
nance of coexistence. However, the stability of coexistence
is likely to depend upon the nature of the constituent bac-
teria-bacteriophage interactions and environmental con-
ditions. This has implications for our understanding of
the maintenance of bacterial diversity which is thought to
be crucial to the functioning of a range of ecosystem proc-
esses [16,45,46].
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Methods
a. Culturing and assays
192 microcosms (30 ml glass universal bottles containing
6 ml of KB media supplemented with 0.0024% pan-
tothenic acid) were inoculated at a 1:1 ratio with 106 cells
of both Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 and Pseudomonas
fluorescens SBW25 panB (a neutral marked strain that
requires an exogenous source of pantothenic acid [47])
that had been previously grown for 24 hours at 28°C in
an orbital shaker at 200 rpm. One quarter of the micro-
cosms were then immediately inoculated with 107 parti-
cles of phage PP7, one quarter were inoculated with 107

particles of phage SBW25Φ2, one quarter were inoculated
with 107 particles of both phages PP7 and SBW25Φ2, and
finally one quarter were inoculated with no phage. One
half of the microcosms in each treatment were then prop-
agated in a static incubator at 14°C, the other half were
propagated in a static incubator at 28°C. Twenty-four
populations (three replicate microcosms from each phage
treatment at both temperatures) were destructively sam-
pled each day for eight days. Samples of each population
were stored in 20% glycerol at -80°C. Population densi-
ties of bacteria were assayed by counting colonies grown
on vitamin-free KB agar supplemented with 4.8 × 10-6 %
pantothenic acid. On this medium the pantothenate
marked strain is readily distinguished by its greatly
reduced size. Phage were isolated from bacteria by vortex-
ing a sample of each population in 10% chloroform and
centrifuging to remove bacterial debris, leaving phage in
the supernatant. Phage population densities were not
measured, but phage presence was assayed each day by
plating a drop of supernatant on an agar plate with a soft
agar top-layer containing exponentially growing P. fluores-
cens or P. aeruginosa. Phage persisted for the duration of
the experiment in all populations and no cross-contami-
nation was observed (data not shown). As a measure of
the evenness of coexistence we used a diversity index: this
measured by determining the species of 100 random col-
onies on vitamin-free KB agar supplemented with 4.8 ×
10-6 % pantothenic acid, and calculated as the comple-
ment of Simpson's index of concentration [48]:

where pi is the proportion of the ith morph and N is the
total number of colonies sampled. This measure is the
probability that two randomly selected colonies are differ-
ent species. The Simpson Index is a useful measure of the
evenness of coexistence; in a two-species community,
high values (0.5) indicate that the two species are coexist-
ing equitably, as the community becomes increasingly
dominated by a single species, so this measure tends
towards 0.

b. Statistical analyses
Log transformed population density of each bacterial spe-
cies and coexistence at 14°C and 28°C were analysed in
separate ANCOVAs with time as a covariate and phages
PP7 and Φ2 as factors. Measures of density and coexist-
ence at time-point zero were excluded from analyses.
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